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Shiny happy paintings you can complete in an evening!Simply follow the steps to fun, beautiful
paintings!Anna Bartlett has led hundreds of enthusiastic new painters through paint-alongs in
her studio. It's a fun, stress-free way to experience the joy of painting while completing an
original work of art in a single sitting.Now you are invited to attend Anna's Painting Party in the
comfort of your own home. Inside, you'll find 12 of Anna's favorite paint-along projects--from
butterflies and owls to flowers and Monet's bridge--all featuring her signature sense of whimsy
and color. Each painting is broken down into easy-to-follow, fail-safe steps that guarantee great
results, yet with plenty of built-in opportunities for you to add your personal touch.There are no
complicated theories or tricky techniques. Materials lists tell you exactly what you need. Step-by-
step instructions tell you precisely what to do. Simply follow along, sign your name and display
with pride! Like any good party, the most important thing is to have fun. Your skills and
confidence will grow with every stroke! • 12 whimsical paint-along projects spanning a variety
of favorite subjects such as princesses, peacocks, and tulips • Advice on selecting materials
and setting up your painting space • A variety of fun techniques including painted collage,
stenciling, "beginner's Impressionism" and negative painting

About the AuthorAnna Barlett is a colorful, modern artist who lives in a long house on a foggy
mountain top in Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia. Having always loved to draw and paint, she
made and sold hand-painted handbags for three years (more than 500 were sold), which helped
her learn how to paint very quickly.Anna's superpower is making things simple. She started
Shiny Happy Art in 2003 and has built a solid blog following. She rolled out the paint-along side
of Shiny Happy Art in December 2011. Since then she has welcomed more than 500 people to
paint in her studio, with her painting sessions selling out months in advance.Anna is also the
Marketing and Development Manager at Downlands College. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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Painting PartyAcrylic Painting for BeginnersAnna BartlettCincinnati, OhioThank you for
purchasing this Artist Network eBook.Sign up for our newsletter and receive special offers,
access to free content, and information on the latest new releases and must-have art resources!
Plus, receive a coupon code to use on your first purchase from NorthLightShop.com for signing
up.or visit us online to sign up atContentsSpecial OffersIntroductionBefore You BeginPART
1Supplies & TechniquesSuppliesStudio SetupBasic TechniquesPART 2Shiny Happy Painting
ProjectsButterfliesPrincessPeacockMonet’s BridgeTea Cup & BloomsLove Bird
TreeCowCatOwlMenagerieTulipsFlying HeartsConclusionAbout the
AuthorDedicationAcknowledgementsIntroductionBudgieAcrylic on canvas 16" × 20" (40cm ×
50cm)Hello and welcome! Are you ready to get some paint on your hands—and maybe a little
bit in your hair?Quite simply, I love painting—the colors, the freedom, the joy of all the feelings I
welcome as I create “shiny happy art.” And every time I see a beginner painter realize that they
can do this too, it’s a very happy day.I’ve been drawing and painting for as long as I can
remember. My mother is an artist, so I grew up watching her master various mediums. When I
was a little girl, she would give me a bucket of water and a paintbrush, and I’d paint my way
down the cement driveway, painting over it again as it dried and disappeared.Over the years, I’ve
done many paintings experimenting with different materials and styles. I’ve participated in group
shows and sold works online, in galleries and at markets. I’ve painted commissions, murals and
live on stage. People often asked why I didn’t teach painting, but I felt unqualified to do so
because my degree was in business, not art.Then I stumbled across the idea of paint-alongs,
and I knew this was something I could do! I knew I had the ability to plan out the steps of a
painting and explain each step clearly. So, one cool spring evening in 2011, I invited a few
friends over, and we painted flowers and butterflies together. I watched closely to get an idea of
what beginner painters wanted to know and how long the various stages of a painting would take
to complete.That first session gave me the confidence to really give this a go, and later that year
I opened my home studio to host a couple of paint-along groups. From there my little business
really started to grow. Today my paint-along sessions fill up within a matter of days, and
sometimes within hours. And while I have many regulars (I like to call them my Shiny Happy
Graduates) who add new paintings to their collections each term, I still have many beginners
joining me to paint their very first shiny happy works of art.The sheer joy and amazement of
helping somebody to produce art that they are proud of is one of the most important reasons I
keep doing what I do. I believe everyone is creative in some way. I also understand that as
adults, we often place totally unrealistic expectations on ourselves when it comes to making art.
But just as you wouldn’t expect to be able to sit down at a piano and play Mozart without plenty
of practice, you have to give yourself a break when it comes to painting. Your confidence and
ability will improve with the help of a good teacher (that’s where I come in), but don’t be
discouraged if you aren’t able to produce a “masterpiece” right away. It takes time and practice.It



should also be fun! Painting with a friend is something I always encourage. Over the years I’ve
had sisters, parents and children, extended families and work colleagues come in and paint
together. The results have been not only beautiful, but the memories they made are priceless.It’s
also important to create art that fits into you life. In order to feel like I’ve achieved something, I
have to be able to start and finish a painting in one session. But with four kids at home, I don’t
have unlimited hours to devote to a composition. The beauty of the paint-along projects in this
book is that they can be completed in a single afternoon, and the result will be a painting that
you’ll be happy to hang on your wall.As you work through the projects in this book, you’ll notice
that I don’t spend a lot of time on theory or fancy names for techniques. Rest assured, you will
be learning plenty of brushwork and painting techniques as you complete the various projects (in
whichever order you choose). But I really want you to be able to simply follow the steps as I show
you in order to produce something you love. And if that encourages you to pick up the brush
more often and learn a little more each time, then we’ll all be shiny happy artists!Before You
BeginAfter running paint-alongs in my studio for more than three years and welcoming hundreds
of enthusiastic painters through my big red doors, there are a number of things that I now make
sure I talk about at the beginning of every session.STAY POSITIVEIt’s amazing how one
person’s vocal negativity can bring down the mood of an entire room. I learned early on that I just
couldn’t let that happen. Even if you’re painting alone, I encourage you to stay positive inside
your own head. Know that I will guide you step by step, just as I have done with many others. I
encourage you to experiment with believing you can learn this! Connect with the child inside that
wouldn’t hesitate when given a brush and paint. In fact, speak to yourself the way you’d speak to
a child. Feel free—it’s where I try to live and it’s nice over here.STAY LOOSEIf you haven’t
actually had two glasses of wine before you start painting, pretend that you have! Be bold. Be
confident. Just follow along and don’t sweat the small stuff. Do whatever it takes to relax. Shiny
happy art isn’t meant to be stressful, so if you’re not enjoying yourself, step away from the
canvas! It’s OK if you need to take a break or if today is just not your day to paint.This stay-loose
mantra can extend to your whole body. Be conscious of how much you are moving while you
draw and paint. Don’t limit yourself to tiny finger movements, holding the pencil or brush the way
you were taught at school. Use your wrist, your forearm, your upper arm, your shoulder, even
your whole body to make expressive shapes and smooth curves. Using bigger paper and
canvases will also help with this.Try playing music while you paint or leaving the TV on in the
background. Experiment with sitting or standing, painting in the morning, painting at night,
inside, outside—try it all! Then you’ll have more of an idea about what works for you.Your happy
experience of painting will seep into your artwork. You don’t want to look at your art on the wall
and think about the stress or tension that went into it. You want to connect it to a wonderful
experience, a time that you enjoyed the process and achieved the outcome you desired. That
memory of joy is one of the things that makes your artwork really special.IT’S NOT FINISHED
UNTIL IT’S FINISHEDThis should help with your positive attitude. Please understand that every
painting goes through an “ugly” stage, and we certainly don’t stop there. If you were baking and



stopped at the messy mixing bowl stage you’d never have a cake. Paintings have many layers,
so don’t stop and despair before your painting is finished. Trust me to guide you through each
step methodically, reserving any judgment at all until it’s done. And even then, if you don’t like it,
take a step back and think about what parts of it are bugging you—then have another go at it!
JUST DO WHAT YOU’RE TOLDYou wouldn’t turn up at a yoga class and deliberately not do
what the instructor said, would you? That’s how it is with these paintings. Think of these projects
as recipes. Especially if you’re a true beginner, allow yourself the luxury of following the
instructions first. Then you can build upon that knowledge to paint the subject a second or third
time, experimenting with colors, patterns or additions to make the painting truly your own. All of
these painting projects are very achievable in terms of time. So the first time you paint one, make
it easy on yourself and simply “do as you’re told.” Get a real feel for it before deciding whether
you’d like to try something new or different. Then do that the second time around. This way you’ll
build your confidence, and every stroke of the brush will increase your skill.AIM FOR SIMILAR
BUT DIFFERENTShiny happy art is something where “close enough” really can be “good
enough.” And sometimes it’s even better! While you might like what I’ve painted, I might think
that what you’ve painted is even more wonderful. Whether it’s the unique way you load paint on
your brush, or whether you’re naturally heavy handed or sketchy—your painting should be your
own.Sure, I’m guiding you, but understand that there’s no need to paint a carbon copy of what
I’ve done. Similar but different is the goal. When the ideas and techniques in these painting
projects mesh with a person’s own experiences, ideas and other influences—it’s then that art
can become life changing and enhancing.Same Painting, Different ResultsI like to have a few
demonstration canvases out each time I hold a paint-along. Each is one of my versions of the
same composition. The aim is to demonstrate that even when the same person paints the same
subject more than once, they’ll all look slightly different.PART 1Supplies & TechniquesI recently
read a Facebook post that stated, “There’s no greater joy than that of new art supplies.” It’s like
that person lives in my head!For many years I have loved art shops, craft stores and newsstands.
A new pad of paper or a blank canvas is a bundle of potential to me. Every new sharpened
pencil could create a masterpiece; every tube of paint, a new discovery; every paintbrush, a new
technique.I also realize that for beginners, art shops and art supply websites can be
overwhelming. When you want to get the right tools and supplies, but not waste money on things
you don’t actually need, the abundance of paints, brushes and canvases out there can seem a
bit too much. So I’ve included plenty of information for you about what I use and why I use it. And
keep in mind that while you’re in the art supply shop, it’s perfectly OK to ask someone to help
you if you need some assistance in choosing the right materials.Also remember that the idea is
to simply get painting! Don’t let the worry of not having the absolute correct red, or a specific
size or type of paintbrush hold you back. You’ll simply end up with a similar-but-different result—
and that’s what we’re all about!SuppliesFor many years I painted on the kitchen table at night
after the kids went to bed. My painting supplies had to be simple so I could get them out and put
them away quickly. Though I must admit that there were some weeks when I took over the table



completely. Dinner on the couch, anyone? But enough of the personal confessions—let’s get to
the really juicy stuff!PAINTSI love acrylics because I paint fast and they dry fast. They don’t
smell, and the colors are amazing. If you think of acrylics as pigments suspended in a medium
(a little like PVA glue), you’ll start to understand why quality is important. Quite simply, the more
pigment used in each tube or bottle, the more vibrant the color and, usually, the more expensive
the paint.Generally there are two descriptions of acrylic paints—artist quality and student quality.
The beauty of artist quality is that a little goes a long way (unlike cheaper paints that have little to
no coverage). There are also more color choices in artist-quality ranges and less color shift (the
difference in color from when the paint is wet to when it dries). Usually acrylic colors start lighter
and dry a little darker. I always advise to steer clear of the $2 tubes if you can, but buy what you
can afford. You can mix and match your brands and colors and experiment to find what works
best for you.You won’t need a huge selection of paint colors to complete the projects in this
book, so please use my palette lists in each project a guide only. You can use similar colors and
you’ll get similar results that are all your own. Or you can try them with a different color
combination. I do recommend that if nothing else, you always buy an artist-quality Titanium
White. It is much more opaque than student-quality and will stay white after you varnish your
piece. (It’s heartbreaking to see your highlights disappear before your eyes as a painting
dries!)When it comes to artist-quality paint, different colors will be different prices. This is
because ranges are divided into series, and the more expensive the pigment, the more
expensive the paint. Series 1 will usually include whites and blacks, as well as some browns.
The Golden range goes right up to Series 9 for some very special colors like Cerulean Blue
Deep.If the word “hue” is in the paint name, it means “imitation.” Simply put, a hue paint has been
manufactured with a blend of cheaper pigments to make a color that’s close to whatever it’s a
hue of. So the coverage won’t be as good, but it will be cheaper. I have some favorite hues of my
own, but it’s good to know why they’re hues before you buy them.One of the most important
things to consider when choosing your paints is whether they are translucent (see-through) or
opaque (full coverage). On some brands of paint, you can tell the transparency of a color by the
swatch of paint on the label—a big help. In general, opacity is determined by the pigments used
in the paint. For example, Carbon Black is actually made from carbon, which is pretty dense.
Yellow Ochre is made from ochre, from the earth, and will also have really good coverage.
Colors that have fancy, chemical-sounding names like Quinacridone or Napthol are more
modern colors and have been produced chemically. These colors are usually more transparent
and make very consistent glazes.The last thing I want to mention about paints is that I use a
couple of different whites—Titanium White and Zinc White. Titanium White is probably the white
that you’re familiar with. It can be applied thickly as a bright highlight. It’s fairly opaque
(sometimes you might need a few coats, but often one is enough to achieve stark white), and if
you add it to red, you’ll get pink.Zinc White is a white from the Golden range that I like to use,
and it’s really transparent. In some other brands it may be called Mixing White or Tinting White, if
it’s included at all. When you add Zinc White to red, you get light red. I really like to use it over dry



paint to blend backgrounds and create interesting effects, so look out for Zinc White, as it’s really
handy to have. If you don’t have Zinc White, you can try watering down or adding glazing
medium to Titanium White, but it’s often a little cloudier than Zinc White, so experiment and see
what you think.Paint Brand RecommendationsThe best acrylics I’ve ever used are the Golden
Fluid acrylics. They have the consistency of runny cream, they suit my style, and the colors are
predictable. Fluids are packaged in groovy little bottles with small openings and hinged lids,
meaning they don’t dry out too quickly if you forget to close the lids, and you can’t drop the lids
when you’re opening them (I seem to do this constantly when using tubes of paint). Liquitex and
Winsor & Newton are fabulous brands too.CANVASESYears ago stretched canvases were so
expensive. My mother was an artist, and she would paint over her paintings if they hadn’t sold
within a certain period of time because it was just too expensive to buy a new canvas for every
new painting. These days stretched canvases (without frames) are seen on walls everywhere.
Companies make them in bulk, and there are huge variations in the quality of the canvas itself,
the timber frames and the construction.The canvas itself is often described by weight and
material. Expensive, heavier, acid free, unbleached or linen usually implies higher quality. Less
expensive canvases may also have cut corners. I always advise looking for folded corners as
they’re neater, and if you ever have to remove the frame, it will be easier to re-stretch.The real
beauty of stretched canvases is that they are ready to hang as soon as you are finished painting.
Artists no longer have to invest in frames (often a serious investment) for paintings that may not
sell. Buyers are no longer paying commission on frames, and if they do decide to frame a piece,
they can choose a mount to suit their own decor. For my studio paint-alongs, I use a
“professional” student-quality stretched canvas, mainly because of price. I use a brand that has
folded corners, and I only use thick-edged canvases because they seem a little less likely to
warp.Most pre-made stretched canvases will also come pre-primed. This means that a coat of
(usually white) primer paint has been applied to the canvas during manufacturing. This is usually
fine to start painting on, and to save time, we do so in my studio paint-alongs. If you have a bit
more time though, I’d recommend adding at least one more coat of gesso yourself.Gesso is
similar to white acrylic paint and prepares your surface for painting. It also acts as a barrier
between the canvas and the paint that goes on later. This means that your paint won’t soak into
the weave of your canvas, and by the same token, any tannins (or similar) that may be in the
canvas won’t discolor the paint you apply later. Some brands of gesso are thicker than others,
and student quality won’t have the coverage of artist quality. But in general, gesso is not that
expensive, so experiment with a few brands to see which you like best.Preparing a Canvas with
GessoI try to gesso a few canvases at a time so they’re ready for a painting when I am. An extra
coat or two of gesso can be the difference between the brush gliding across the canvas and
dragging across the canvas. Trust me, gliding is so much more fun!Quantity vs. Quality?If and
when you want to create artwork to sell, and charge reasonable prices, I believe you have a
responsibility to use truly artist-quality materials. Until then, please use what you can
comfortably afford to throw around without skimping on the amount of paint you’re using.



Skimping is simply no good for creativity. No good at all! Work towards abundance in your art
supplies—it will take some time as you discover the colors and products you like most. But
whatever you do, make sure you have enough paint on hand to be generous with
yourself.BRUSHESOver the years I have amassed quite a collection of brushes, ranging in price
from $1 to $75. (Oh my, that was a special purchase!) But when it comes to my paint-along
paintings, I stick to three main brushes: a no.12 flat bristle and nos.12 and 6 taklon rounds.The
no.12 flat bristle brush is really cheap. When new, it will definitely lose some hairs, so keep an
eye out for that. But when it’s worn in a bit and more “middle aged,” it is perfect for what you’ll
want to do with the projects in this book. Once it’s past middle age and the bristles are worn
down and hard, then it becomes a perfect brush for collage mediums!Taklon is a flexible
synthetic fiber. These brushes start off white (they do stain pretty easily) and tend to hold their
shape well when used with acrylics. I spend about $6 on the no. 6 and $10 on the no.12 to give
you an idea of how affordable they are.Brushes You’ll NeedFrom top to bottom:no. 12 flatno. 12
roundno. 6 roundBrush CareIt is important that you look after your brushes by:always loading
your brush from the edge of your puddle of paintloading your brush by stroking from the
puddleletting the handle of the brush lead the way when painting lines (never splitting the
bristles by forcing them back on themselves)washing your brush out in a water welllaying your
brush down on a paper towel or piece of paper between uses (if left in water, the bristles bend
and wooden handles can swell)Studio SetupWhether you’ve got a special area that’s all yours or
your space is more of a “pop-up” than a permanent setup, there are a few things to consider
when setting up your immediate area.If you use a smaller canvas, you might not need an easel,
but if you are using a larger canvas of about 16" x 20" (40cm x 50cm) or larger, you might want to
invest in your own tabletop easel at some stage. In the meantime you can prop your canvas up
on something—working on an angle can really help you fill up the space more easily.I’m right-
handed, so on my right side I’ll lay down an old tea towel for drying my brushes. I also place an
ice cream container, about two-thirds full of water. I find if there’s any less than that, the water
gets too mucky too soon, and I like to be able to finish a painting without having to change my
water.I use a tear-off paper palette. (Sometimes I use two— I like to think that it makes me a
more exciting artist when one palette simply isn’t enough.) I also lay out the brushes I plan to
use, as well as chalk or charcoal for lines if needed.Another very important thing to consider
when setting up your space is light. Depending on the time of day you are painting, and whether
or not you have a source of natural light, it’s often good to have at least a desk light to shine on
your work. There are special “daylight” bulbs available, but they can be pricey, so just use what
you have at your disposal and remind yourself “similar but different” is what you’re after
anyway.My Studio SetUpIt’s an absolute luxury to have my own studio—a space where I can
leave a project out on the easel, ready for me to come back to—but it hasn’t always been this
way. I remember making art on the corner of my desk while in high school, on the floor while at
college, and on the kitchen table while my children slept. I know what it’s like to have to pack up
all your stuff so inquisitive little hands don’t get into your precious art supplies and to have to



keep your best supplies stored up really high. So just keep in mind that wherever and however
you have your workspace set up can always change later as you progress with your artwork.
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Shannon Marie Adams, “A GREAT resource for beginning and recreational painters!. I bought
this as part of our art curriculum for my nine-year-old homeschooled daughter. Over time, we
plan to practice using a variety of media, and we decided that this year we were going to study
and work with acrylics. There are 12 guided paintings, and the instructions are very clear - but
even better, every single step of the instructions is accompanied by a full-color photograph of
that step, which means you can clearly see how the painting progresses from one step to the
next. The paintings are extremely cute and attractive to little girls, and even I think they're all
adorable. We have finished our first few paintings and we're very pleased with the results. My
ONLY critique of the book is that since this is the first time we've moved from pre-mixed "student"
quality paints to artist quality heavy-body acrylics, I didn't know how different they would be, and
I wish she had addressed a few tips on how to work with them. Other than that - which is really a
very small thing - it has proven to be a wonderful resource, and I would absolutely recommend it
to those wishing to hone their painting skills at home.”

Gloria D. Jones, “Value. Great book. I was asked to lead a paint along for a group of people at
church. Although I am an artist, I am not a teacher and this booked helped guide me through the
process. Paint night is in 2 days, figures crossed”

Angela N, “Great for Beginners and Novices Alike!. I found this book because I was interested in
painting and was a complete beginner. I've already done one design and the instructions were
very simple and detailed. I love this and can't wait to do more of the painting in the future!”

JMfromNC, “Great book for someone (or group) who want to learn how to paint!. I was looking
for a book for my grandchildren to use for 'painting lessons' from their Great Grandma. There
were a couple in the book that were suitable, but it would probably work even better for a 'Wine &
Design' party or for anyone who wanted to follow step by step how to paint something. The
pictures were great and the directions were very clear.”

RMB54, “Super fun painting book. I just loved this painting book. Easy but not boring. I am
passing this on to my artistic 9 year old granddaughter and she, too, will love it.”

Edie Manring, “Not for children, but for adult painting groups.. I should have read the description
more carefully because this is not for beginning children, but for adult painting party's.”

mindy geist, “I love it. This is a beautiful book, well written, she explains everything in steps,
gives great hints on technique, has a little back story with all the pictures so it’s very personal,
which I love. And there are lots of paintings to choose from.”



Trudy Anderson, “A great book with helpful step by step paintings!. I bought this book to go
through with my grand daughter!! I have done quite a few paintings at those painting party
events and she kept begging me to do one with her! The step by step Instructions were great
and we went off the color scheme a bit. She was a trooper and did such a fantastic job with her
painting! Love this book and am planning on buying another one soon!”

L. Cameron, “Wonderful whimsical introduction to the world of acrylic painting.. This is a
wonderful book, full of gorgeous colourful pictures that really make you want to jump in and get
started. I am a complete beginner in the world of painting but the step-by-step instructions are
very clear and make me feel quite confident that I can produce work just as lovely as the
author's. I love the whimsical style of the finished paintings and the author has a friendly,
encouraging tone that makes this book a pleasure to read.”

Clairebearwild, “Bright, Bold and Beautiful Art!. This book features 12 step by step colourful and
fun acrylic paint projects for you to try. The steps are easy to follow and perfect for beginners. A
list of materials needed for each project is included. There is a nice painting of a budgie at the
beginning of the book I would have liked a step by step for.”

Ms Hey Ley, “I've really enjoyed painting along. Very clear instructions and photos to follow. I've
really enjoyed painting along!”

Brad H, “My wife is very happy with this book. Bought this for my wife, and she really loves it.
She’s already painted a few pictures from this book and found it very informative. Thanks!”

The book by Anna Bartlett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 163 people have provided feedback.
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